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Key facts

• Signed in 1979, entry into force in 1983
• First international treaty to deal with air 

pollution on a broad regional basis
• 51 Parties in the UNECE region
• Framework Convention with 8 protocols
• Emission reduction targets for several 

pollutants
• Results: Emission reductions by 40 to 80 

per cent since 1990 in the region (sulphur: 
70%, nitrogen oxides: 40%)
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• Policy: international agreement setting emission 
reduction targets

• Science underpinning policy:
 The Cooperative Programme for Monitoring and Evaluation of the 

Long-range Transmission of Air Pollutants in Europe (EMEP) and the 
Working Group on Effects

• Compliance monitoring

• Capacity-building and awareness raising

• Outreach and cooperation beyond UNECE region
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Areas of work

EMEP/Working Group on Effects – joint 4th and upcoming 5th sessions, Bureaux 
meeting (2019) 

EMEP/WGE: draft updated mandates for centres and task forces (to be adopted in Dec 2019)
EMEP:
• Updated methods and procedures for the review of emission inventories
• Improved treatment of condensable and semi-volatile organic compounds in emission inventories
• Improved emission reporting by Parties in the EECCA region; black carbon inventories (40 Parties 

reporting) 
• HTAP to update the findings of the first hemispheric transport of air pollution exercise in 2010
• Synergies with Minamata Convention and work on high-resolution modelling of hemispheric 

transport of heavy metals

Working Group on Effects:
• Establishment of a successor to the Coordination Centre for Effects (UBA, Germany) 
• Long-term ecosystem monitoring, biodiversity loss; cooperation with LifeWatch ERIC
• Task Force on Health contributing to the update of WHO air quality guidelines
• Establishment of an ICP Vegetation-Asia network, in the first instance to monitor ozone impacts on 

crops (outreach activity)
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Update on recent developments: 
Science
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Contribution by EMEP/Working Group on Effects to the review of the amended 
Gothenburg Protocol (GP; expected to be launched in December 2019 following the 
7 October entry into force of the GP). Selected elements:  

• Black carbon definition: emissions versus measured and 
modelled data

• Need to improve emission reporting: in particular need for 
updated emission factors for black carbon and consistent 
reporting of the condensable part of particulate matter 

• Consistency between the EMEP monitoring and 
assessment area and the area where emissions are 
reported 
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Update on recent developments: 
Science

Contribution by EMEP/Working Group on Effects to the review of the amended 
Gothenburg Protocol (continued)

• Effects on ecosystems (for effects-based policies): e.g. update of the 
critical loads for the analysis of the efficiency of policies; metrics for 
assessing ozone damages on crops and ecosystems and the 
interactions with other pollutants and climate change 

• Definition of human health impact metrics to be taken into account in 
future assessments (morbidity, low concentrations impacts 

• Linking the spatial scales (from global to local/city): role of methane in 
ozone levels and its influence at the global scale 

• Linkages with urban monitoring networks including supersites 

• Improving communication for policy makers and the general public 
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Update on recent developments: 
Science
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• Global event on Clean Air at 38th 
session of Executive Body

• Workshop on SLCPs at 57th session 
of Working Group on Strategies and 
Review

• Batumi Action for Cleaner Air initiative

• 40th anniversary and launch of the 
forum for collaboration on reducing air 
pollution
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Policy
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Activities: Roundtable discussions on national 
legislation analyses and workshops on the development 
of national emission inventories in Eastern Europe, the 
Caucasus and Central Asia
Results: Progress in emissions reporting and improved 
quality and completeness of reporting
In addition: specialized workshops (e.g. on transport), 
modelling (GAINS model)
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Capacity building
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• Science-policy interface: 
development over time

• Strong expert network
• Financing: mix of mandatory 

and voluntary cash and in-kind
contributions 

• Policy guidance to Parties
• Exchange of experiences
• Capacity building to create level-

playing field
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Lessons learned

• Air pollution has been recognized as a 
problem at the global level

• Remaining pollution issues: ground-
level ozone, particulate matter

• Cooperation across the scales needed 
– local, national, regional, global

• Cooperation with organizations and 
networks beyond the UNECE region

• Lessons learnt from the Convention to 
contribute to solutions around the 
globe
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Priorities ahead
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Science: data and knowledge

• Ongoing work cooperation at the scientific level, e.g. through 
TF HTAP, ICP Vegetation 

• Work with UNEP to adapt Convention tools such as 
monitoring methods, guidebooks for other geographic scopes

Policy: exchange of experiences and good practices

• Forum for collaboration on reducing air pollution

• Batumi Action for Cleaner Air 

Capacity-building: participation in workshops

• Invitation to participate in subregional capacity-building 
workshops
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Areas for cooperation
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http://www.unece.org/env/lrtap/welcome.html

Thank you!
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